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Abstract 
Stiebitz, M., On Hadwiger’s number-A problem of the Nordhaus-Gaddum type, Discrete 
Mathematics 101 (1992) 307-317. 
The Hadwiger number of a graph G = (V, E), denoted by q(G), is the maximum size of a 
complete graph to which G can be contracted. 
Let %((n, k):= {G 1 IV(G)1 = n and n(G) = k}. We shall investigate F(n, k) := 
max{n(G) 1 GE %((n, k)} and f(n, k):= min{q(G) 1 G E %(n, k)}. Problems of this type were 
first considered by Nordhaus and Gaddum (1956) for the chromatic number. 
The main results are contained in Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.6. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Notation 
All graphs considered are finite, undirected and have neither loops nor multiple 
edges. Concepts and notation not defined in this paper will be used as in [l]. 
For a graph G, let V(G), E(G), C? and val(x : G) denote the vertex set of G, 
the edge set of G, the complement of G and the valency of the vertex x of G, 
respectively. Further, let n(G), a(G), o(G) and x(G) denote the number of 
vertices; the independence number, the clique number and the chromatic number 
of G, respectively. 
If X E V(G), then G[X] denotes the subgraph of G induced by X. The set X is 
called a G-connected set (an independent set of G/a clique of G) if G[X] is a 
connected graph (a graph without edges/a complete graph). We say that 
X, YE V(G) are joined by an edge in G if there is some edge in G such that one 
of its end vertices belong to X and the other one to Y. 
A Hadwiger clique of a graph G is a collection X of non-empty pairwise 
disjoint subsets of V(G) satisfying: 
(Hl) every member of X is G-connected, and 
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(H2) any two distinct members of X are joined by an edge in G. 
The Hadwiger number of G, denoted by q(G), is the largest integer k such 
that G has a Hadwiger clique on k members. This definition is equivalent to the 
definition given in the abstract. 
Obviously, every ordinary clique of G corresponds to a Hadwiger clique of G, 
thus o(G)< q(G). If X is a Hadwiger clique of G, then, because of (H2), 
U(X)={a 1 {a>EX) . IS empty or a clique of G and 2 . 1x1 c n(G) + 1 U(X)1 c 
n(G) + o(G). This yields the following. 
Proposition 1.1. o(G) c q(G) =S (n(G) + o(G))/2 for any graph G. 
The disjoint union of m 2 1 copies of a graph G is denoted by mG. Clearly, 
n(mG) = q(G). For the complementary graph of rnG we briefly write G(“). Now 
consider the graph H = G(‘). Proposition 1.1 yields immediately q(H) c n(G) + 
w(G). If X is a clique of G with 1x1 = w(G), then a Hadwiger clique of H can be 
obtained in the following way. Let X1 be the collection of all l-sets formed by the 
vertices of the two copies of X in H, and let X2 be a perfect matching of the 
subgraph of H induced by the edges joining the two copies of G - X in H. Then, 
clearly, X1 U X2 is a Hadwiger clique of H on n(G) + w(G) members. This yields 
the following. 
Proposition 1.2. (a) q(mG) = q(G) for any graph G and any integer m 2 1. 
(b) q(Gc2)) = n(G) + o(G) for any graph G. 
1.2. Problems and motivation 
In connection with the Hadwiger number there are several difficult problems, 
among them the famous conjecture of Hadwiger [5], which may be formulated as 
follows. 
q(G) 3 x(G) for every graph G. 0-W 
For 4-colourable graphs this was confirmed by Dirac [2] in 1952, and the case 
x(G) = 5 not only implies, but is equivalent to the Four Colour Theorem, as 
proved by Wagner [ll] in 1937. 
The chromatic number of a graph G is the smallest integer k such that G has a 
partition into k independent sets. Therefore, a(G) * x(G) 2 n(G) for any graph 
G, and Hadwiger’s Conjecture implies the following conjecture due to Duchet 
and Meyniel [3]. 
a(G). q(G) > n(G) for every graph G. @MC) 
Suppose that a(G) . q(G) G n(G) - 1 for some graph G. Put H = t. G (t 2 1, 
an integer). Then, using Proposition 1.2, it is easy to see that a(H). q(H) s 
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n(H) - t. Therefore, the above conjecture is equivalent to the following, 
seemingly weaker, conjecture. 
There is a constant c 3 0 such that m(G) . q(G) 2 n(G) - cfor 
every graph G. 
(DMC,) 
The next conjecture is due to Kostochka [7]. 
For every integer k > 1 there b a constant 
c = ck 2 0 such that q(c) 2 (s) . n(G) - c WC) 
for every graph G with q(G) = k. 
Kostochka [7] observed already that (KC) implies (DMC’) and, hence, 
(DMC). To prove this, let G be any graph satisfying n(G) = n and q(G) = k. Let 
t be an integer such that t > k * ck and put H = 2t . G. Using Proposition 1.2, it is 
easy to check that q(H) = k and I = t(n(G) + o(c)) = t(n(G) + a(G)). 
Now, (KC) implies 
hence N(G). q(G) = a(G) * k 2 n - 1. 
More information concerning these conjectures can be found in [3,74X]. 
Kostochka’s conjecture led to the following problem. Find lower and upper 
bounds for the Hadwiger number of the complementary graph G depending on 
the number of vertices and the Hadwiger number of the graph G. 
In what follows, let %(n, k) denote the set of all graphs G satisfying n(G) = n 
and q(G) = k. Put F(n, k) := max{q(G) 1 G E %(n, k)} and f(n, k) := 
min{q(G) ) G E %((n, k)}. A graph G E %((n, k) is called an F-graph (f-graph) if 
V(G) = F(n, k) (V(G) =f (n, k)). 
Let 1x1 denote the integer part of x. 
1.3. The function F(n, k) 
The proof of the following theorem-which is crucial-is given in Section 2. 
Theorem 1.3. F(n, k) c n - k + \k/3] for 3 6 k s n. 
Using this result, we are able to prove the following. 
Theorem 1.4. Zf 1 <k 6 n, then 
n - k + [k/3] for 3 < k s 13n/5], 
F(n, k) = [3(n - k)/2] for [3n/5] <k s n - 2, 
n-k+1 otherwise. 
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Proof. In what follows, let k, I and II be integers satisfying 1 c k, 16 n. We shall 
prove 7 propositions which, together, imply the theorem. 
If I s F(n, k), then k 6 F(n, I). (PI) 
Proof. Let G E %(n, k) be an F-graph, i.e. q(G) = F(n, k) 2 1. Then, clearly, G 
contains a subgraph H with vertex set V(G) such that q(H) = 1, thus H E S(n, I). 
G being a subgraph of H, we obtain k = q(G) s q(H) = F(n, I). 
If k 2 1, then F(n, k) c F(n, I). W) 
Proof. Let G E %(n, k) be an F-graph. Since q(G) = k 2 1, there is a subgraph H 
of G belonging to %(n, 1). Then F(n, k) = q(G) s I s F(n, I). 
Using Theorem 1.3, it is easy to check that (P2) implies 
Zf k > [3n/5], then F(n, k) s [3n/5]. (P3) 
Let G E %(n, k) be a graph on n vertices consisting of a clique on k vertices and 
n - k isolated vertices. Then, clearly, q(G) = k and q(G) = n - k + 1 implying 
F(n,k)?=n-k+l. (P4) 
Combining (P4), (Pl) and Theorem 1.3, we obtain 
F(n, 1) = n, F(n, n - 1) = 1, F(n, 2) = n - 1 
and F(n, n - 2) = 2. 
(P5) 
Zf 3 s k G [3n/5], then F(n, k) s n - k + [k/3]. (W 
Proof. By the hypothesis, there are integers q, r and s such that k = 3q + r, 
n=5q+r+s, O~rs2, 1~qandO~s. 
Let Xi, X,, X,, X,, X5, X, Y be disjoint sets of vertices satisfying IX,1 = q for 
i = 1, 2, 3,4, 5, (XI = r and IYI = s. Join Xi to Xi+1 (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and X, to X1 by 
all possible edges, join every vertex of X to all other vertices by an edge, and join 
any two vertices of X1 by an edge. The resulting graph is G. 
Clearly, n(G)=5q+r+s=n. If X;={XijIj=l,...,q} then X={{X,~}, 
{x2j9 X3j>, lx,, x5jl li=l, . . . J S> U {{XI 1 x E X} is a Hadwiger clique of G and 
Y= {{Xv}, {Xlj, X+->, {X,, ~5i) 1 j= 1, . . . , 4) U {{Y) 1 Y E Y> is a Hadwiger 
clique of G‘, hence q(G)aIXI=3q+r=k and ~(@~Ij’I=3q+s=n-k+ 
[k/3j implying F(n, k) 2 n - k + [k/3]. 
Zf [3n/5j < k s n - 2, then F(n, k) = [3(n - k)/2]. (P7) 
Proof. (P2) and (P4) imply F(n, k) 3 F(n, n - 2) 2 3. Using (Pl), (P3), (P6) and 
Theorem 1.3, we conclude that F(n, k) = max{l 1 F(n, k) 2 I} = max{l I F(n, I) 2 
k} = max{l ) 3 =S I s 13n/51 and n - 1+ [l/3] 2 k} and therefore, by an easy 
computation, F(n, k) = 13(n - k)/2]. 
Combining (P5), (P6), (P7) and Theorem 1.3 we obtain Theorem 1.4. Cl 
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It is easy to check that if n 2 5, then k + F(n, k) s [6n/5], hence we have the 
following. 
Corollary 1.5 (Kostochka [6]). For every graph G on n 2 5 vertices, q(G) + 
q(c) s [6n/5]. 
1.4. The function f (n, k) 
It seems to be much more difficult to obtain good estimates for f (n, k) than for 
F(n, k). 
Kostochka conjectures that 
f (n, k) 2 (T) . IZ - ck. 
If this is true, then the lower bound is best possible. To show this, let n = t - k + r 
for some ta0 and O<r<k-1. Put G=t.K,+K,. Then GE%(n,k) and 
Proposition 1,l implies 
f (n, k) s q(G) = n + y(G) s (5) - n + CL. 
Kostochka [7] proved that f (n, k) 2 4. n - ck. Clearly, f (n, 1) = n. We shall 
prove the following. 
Theorem 1.6. If 2 c k s 3, then 
f(n,k)b($$).n-7. 
For k = 2 this result was proved by Kostochka [7] in another way. 
Theorem 1.6 is a consequence of the following, more general, result concerning 
the Hadwiger numbers of chordal graphs and their complements. A graph G is 
called chordal (or triangulated) if every induced cycle of G is a triangle. 
The proof of the next result is given in Section 3. 
Theorem 1.7. Zf G is any chordal graph on n 2 1 vertices, then: 
(i) v(G) = o(G), and 
(ii) q(G) 2 +(n + a(G) - o(G) - 1). 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Let G E %(n, k) be an f-graph with the maximum number 
of edges. 
If we join any two non-adjacent vertices of G by an additional edge, then the 
resuting graph G’ E %(n, k + 1). For, otherwise, G’ E %(n, k) and f (n, k) s 
rl(c’) c q(c) =f (n, k), i.e. G’ would be an f-graph with more edges than G, a 
contradiction. 
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Using k s 3, we take form [lo, Chapter lo] and [4] that G is a chordal graph. A 
chordal graph being perfect (see [4]), k = w(G) = x(G) implying k . (Y(G) = 
x(G) . cu(G) 3 n. Now Theorem 1.7 implies 
f(n,k)=q(G)Pi(n+n(G)-k-l)+$)n+. q 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.3 
A collection X of non-empty pairwise disjoint subsets of V is called a partial 
partition of V (note that X may be empty). For S E V put X(S) = {X n S 1 X E X 
and X II S # 0}. The set S is called a separator of X if for any X E X either X E S 
or X s V - S. Clearly, if S is a separator of X, then V - S is also a separator of X 
and X = X(S) U X(V - S). 
Put U(X) = {a 1 {a} E X}. 
Let 9 = (X, y) be a pair of partial partitions of V. By a separator of .9 we 
mean a subset of V which is a separator of X as well as of Y. For any S & V put 
p’(S) = (X(S), Y(S)). Th e sum IX] + Irl is abbreviated by s(9). 
By a Hadwiger pair of a graph G we mean a pair (X, y) of partial partitions of 
V(G) such that X and r are Hadwiger cliques of G and G‘, respectively. 
In what follows, let h(n, k) = n + [k/3]. Clearly, Theorem 1.3 is a conse- 
quence of the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let 9 = (X, Y) be any Hadwiger pair of a graph G on n 2 3 
vertices where 1x1 = k 3 3. Then s(9) s h(n, k). 
For the proof of this result we introduce the following concept. A pair 
9 = (X, Y) of partial partitions of V is called feasible if the following statements 
hold. 
(Fl) No subset of U(X) or U(Y) is member of Y or X, respectively. 
(F2) There is no separator S of P satisfying IX(S)1 = 2 and Lyle ISI - 1. 
The next lemma shows that in order to prove Theorem 2.1, we can restrict our 
attention to feasible pairs of partial partitions. 
Lemma 2.2. Let 8 = (x, Y) be a Hadwiger pair of a graph G on n Z= 1 vertices 
and assume that 9 is not feasible. Then s(B) s n + 1. 
Proof. Put U = U(X) fl (Y). We claim that U # 0. 
(H2) implies that G[U(X)] as well as G[U(Y)] are complete graphs, hence 
both G[U(X)] and G[U(Y)] are edgeless. Therefore, if there is a subset U’ of 
U(X) or U(Y) which is a member of J’ or X, respectively, then, because of (Hl), 
I U’I = 1 implying U’ E U and hence U # 0. 
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Now assume that 9 does not satisfy (F2), i.e. there is a separator S of 8 
satisfying IX(S)/ = 2 and lY(S)l 2 ISI - 1. Put m = ISI, H = G[S], A = U(Y(S)) 
and B = S -A. Then Ir(S)( am - 1 implies IAl am - 2 and IBls2. Clearly, 
(X(S), r(S)) is a Hadwiger pair of H, hence A is a clique of H and, therefore, an 
independent set of H. If IAl 3 m - 1, then H is a forest, and from q(H) 3 
IX(S)1 22 we conclude that B # U(X(S)) nA E U, i.e. U #0. If IAl = m - 2, 
then IBJ =2 and, because of IY(S)l 2 m - 1, B E Y(S). Y(S) being a Hadwiger 
clique of Z?, B is a clique of Z? joined to every vertex of A by an edge in fi. Then 
q(H) 2 IX(S)1 3 2 implies 0 # U(X(S)) fl A 5 U, i.e. U # 0. 
Thus, in any case U # 0. Let x E U. (H2) now yields 1x1~ val(x : G) + 1 and 
Irl =z val(x: G) + 1 implying s(9) = 1x1 + 1YI s n + 1. Cl 
Obviously, h(n, k) = n + [k/3] 2 n + 1 for k 2 3. Therefore, Theorem 2.1 is an 
immediate consequence of the following. 
Lemma 2.3. Zf 9 = (X, Y) is any feasible pair of partial partitions of a set with 
n z= 1 elements where IXl= k 2 0, then s(9) C h(n, k). 
The proof of Lemma 2.3 needs some preparation. In what follows, let V be an 
arbitrary set with n 2 1 elements,and let 9’ = (X, Y) be a pair of partial partitions 
of v. Put u = U(X) r-l U(Y) and W = V - U(X) - U(Y). First, we prove the 
following. 
Lemma 2.4. Zf $3’ is not feasible, then there is a non-empty separator S of 5% such 
that s(p(S)) = ISI + 1. 
Proof. If g does not satisfy (Fl), then there is subset S of U(X) or U(Y) which is 
a member of y or X, respectively. Obviously, S is a separator of 9 and 
s(P(S)) = ISI + 1. 
Now assume that 9 satisfies (Fl). ?? being not feasible, there is a separator S of 
9 such that IX(S)1 = 2 and [r(S)1 2 ISI - 1. If [Y(S)1 = IS(, then U(Y(S)) = S 
hence 9 does not satisfy (Fl), a contradiction. Therefore, [r(S)1 = ISI - 1 
implying s(9(S)) = ISI + 1. q 
Next, we prove the following. 
Lemma 2.5. Assume that 9 is feasible. Then for every non-empty separator 
S’ E W of 9(W) there is a separator S E V of 9 satisfying S II W = S’ and 
s(CqS)) = s(S(S’)) + ISI - JS’I. 
Proof. Let X(S’) = {Pi, . . . , P,} and Y(S’) = {Q,, . . . , Q,}. S’ being a separa- 
tor of C??(W) = (X(W), Y(W)), there are pair-wise disjoint sets XI, . . . , X, E 
U(Y) such that Pi U Xi E X for i = 1, . . . , r and pairwise disjoint sets 
r,, . . . , Y,gU(X) such that QjUqEEforZ=l,...,s. Then S=S’UX,U 
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--*UX,UY,U-*- U Y is a separator of 9 satisfying X(S) = {e U Xi 1 i = 
1 ) r} u {{a} 1 a E Y, u * . . u Y,} 
&&XiU.. 
and Y(S)={QjU~lI=l,...,S}U 
- U X,}. Since 9 is feasible, U(X) II U(Y) = 0, thus the sets 
Xi,. *., xr, r,, . . ., Y, are pairwise disjoint and an easy computation shows that 
$(9(S)) = s(P(S’)) + ISI - IS’I. 0 
We are now ready to prove Lemma 2.3 by induction over k = 1x1 and n = IVI. 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. For k = 0 we have s(9) = 1YI <n = h(n, 0). If k = 1, then 
1Yl c n - 1. Otherwise, IYl = n implies U(Y) = V, hence 9 does not satisfy (Fl), 
a contradiction. Thus s(9) = IYl + 1 c n = h(n, 1). If k = 2, then, because of 
(F2), lYl< n - 2 (note that V is a separator of 9’) therefore, s(9) = IYl + 2 c 
n = h(n, 2). 
Let 3 < k =s n. 9 being feasible U(X) tl I/(Y) = 0 and if W = 0 or W = V, then, 
clearly, s(9) < 12 < h(n, k). Now assume that 0 # W # V. 
Case 1: C??(W) is feasible. 
By the induction hypothesis, s(PP(W)) s h(l WI, IX(W)l). Thus 
s(P) = El+ IYI = Iwa + IqY)I + IXW)l + IY(W)l 
= IV - IW +4~W)) =s IVI - IW + WIW, IxwN) 
~NIVI, IXW’N c h(n, k). 
Case 2: P(W) is not feasible. 
Because of Lemma 2.4, there is a non-empty separator S’ f W of 9(W) such 
that s(C!?(S’)) = IS’1 + 1. Lemma 2.5 implies that there is a non-empty separator S 
of 9 satisfying s(p(S)) = ISI + 1. If S = V, then s(9) = s(!?(S)) = n + 1~ h(n, k) 
(note that k 2 3). If S # V, then, clearly, C!?(S) as well as P(V -S) are feasible 
and the induction hypothesis implies 
s(P) = s(P(S)) + s(P(V - S)) c ~(lSl> IX(S)l) + WVI - ISI, IX(V - S)l) 
c h(lVl, IX(S>l + IX(V - S)l) = h(lVl, 124) = h(n, k). 
This proves Lemma 2.3. 0 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.7 
In this section let G denote an arbitrary chordal graph. Being chordal is a 
hereditary property inherited by all the induced subgraphs of G. 
A vertex x is a simplicial vertex of G if the neighbourhood N(x : G), i.e. the set 
of all vertices adjacent to x in G, is a clique of G. For a 2-set e = {x, y} E V(G), 
put T(e : G) : = N(x : G) tl N(y : G). Note that e is either an edge of G or G. 
Let X be a partial partition of V(G), i.e. a collection of non-empty pairwise 
disjoint subsets of V(G). Put V(X) = {a 1 {a} EX}, V(X) = {a I a EX EX} and, 
forxeV(G), X-x=(X-(x} IXEX&X-{x}fO}. 
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Next we list some fundamental properties of the chordal graph G and its 
complement. For a proof of the first statement see [4]. The proofs of the other 
statements are straightforward and left to the reader. 
Proposition 3.1. (1) G has a simplicial vertex. 
(2) Zf X is a Hadwiger clique of G and x a simplicial vertex of G[V(X)], then 
X - x is a Hadwiger clique of G - x. 
(3) Zf e is an edge of G, then T(e : G) is a clique of G containing no simplicial 
vertex of G. 
(4) Any two disjoint edges of G are joined by an edge in G. 
For a proof of statement (i) of Theorem 1.7 it is sufficient to prove the 
following. 
Proposition 3.2. q(G) c o(G). 
Proof (by induction over n = n(G)). The statement is obviously true if n = 1. 
Assume n > 1 and let X be a Hadwiger clique of G such that 1x1 = r](G). Put 
H = G[V(X)]. The graph H being chordal, H has a simplicial vertex x. If 
x E U(X), then, because of (H2), q(G) = 1x1 s val(x : H) + 1 =S w(H) s w(G). If 
x $ U(X), then X -x is a Hadwiger clique of G -x and, by the induction 
hypothesis, q(G) = 1x1 = IX -xl s q(G -x) s o(G -x) s w(G). 
This proves Proposition 3.2. 0 
A partial partition Y of V(G) . IS called elementary if every member of r is 
either a l-set or a 2-set. From Proposition 3.1 (4) we immediately obtain the 
following. 
Proposition 3.3. Let Y be an elementary partial partition of V(G) and assume: 
(i) U(y) is a clique of G, and 
(ii) every 2-set e of Y is an edge of G such that T(e : G) fl U(Y) = 0. 
Then y is a Hadwiger clique of G. 
In order to prove statement (ii) of Theorem 1.7, i.e. q(G) 2 i(n(G) + a(G) - 
w(G) - l), it is sufficient to show that there is an elementary Hadwiger clique y 
of G satisfying I U( Y)I 2 a(G) - 1 and IV(G) - V(Y)1 s w(G). 
Proposition 3.4. Let A be an independent set of G and H = G - A. Assume: 
(i) IV(H)1 3 w(G) + 1, 
(ii) T(e : G) II A # 0 for every edge e of fi, and, 
(iii) G has a simplicial vertex x $ A. 
Then there is an elementary Hadwiger clique Y of G satisfying U(Y) s A, 
[U(Y)] = IAl - 1, and IV(G) - V(Y)1 s o(G). 
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Proof. The vertex x being simplicial in G, the set N(x : G) is a clique of G and, 
hence, IN@: G)I s o(G) - 1. This implies (see (i)) that there is a vertex 
x’ E V(H) - N(x:G). Because of (ii), there exists a vertex y EA such that 
y l N(x:G)nN( x’ : G). We claim that V(H) s N(y : G). 
Suppose on the contrary, that there is a vertex z E V(H) - N(y : G). Clearly, 
z $ N(x: G), thus, there is a vertex y’ EA, distinct from y, such that y’ E 
N(x:G)nN(t:G). S ince N(x : G) is a clique of G, y ’ is adjacent to y in G, 
contradicting the independence of A in G. Thus V(H) s N(y : G). This implies, 
by Proposition 3.1(3), that T(e : G) fl (A - {y}) = 0 for every edge e of 8. Using 
Proposition 3.3, it is easy to see that there is an elementary Hadwiger clique y of 
G satisfying V(Y) = A - { y } and (V(G) - V(r)‘)l s o(G). This proves Proposi- 
tion 3.4. 0 
Proposition 3.5. Let A be an independent set of G on p 10 vertices. Then there is 
an elementary Hadwiger clique y of C? satisfying (1) U(Y) E A, (2) ) U(y)1 3 
p - 1, and (3) IV(G) - V(Y)1 5 o(G). 
Proof (by induction over n = n(G)). For n = 1 the assertion is obvious. Assume 
n>l andletH=G-A. 
If IV(H)1 s w(G), then Y= {{a} 1 a E A} is an elementary Hadwiger clique of 
G satisfying (l), (2) and (3). Therefore, suppose that (V(H)1 2 o(G) + 1. 
If there is an edge e = {x, y} of B such that T(e: G) f7A = 0, then, by the 
induction hypothesis, there is an elementary Hadwiger clique Y1 of G1 = G 
-x-y satisfying U(Z)sA, lU(l;)l ap - 1, and IV(G,) - V(l;)l s w(G,) s 
w(G). Then, by Proposition 3.3, Y = I; U {e} is an elementary Hadwiger clique 
of G satisfying (1)) (2) and (3). I n what follows, assume that T(e: G) n A # 0 for 
every edge e of fi. 
Let x be a simplicial vertex of G and let G, = G - x. If x E A, then, by virtue of 
the induction hypothesis, there is an elementary Hadwiger clique I; of G, such 
that U(Yi) 5A - {x}, lU(&)( ap - 2, and IV(G,) - V(Y,)l c o(G,) c o(G). 
From Propositions 3.1(3) and 3.3 it follows that Y = Y1 U {{x}] is an elementary 
Hadwiger clique of G. Clearly, r satisfies (l), (2) and (3). If x $A, then the 
hypotheses of Proposition 3.4 are satisfied: thus there is an elementary Hadwiger 
clique of G satisfying (l), (2) and (3). This proves Proposition 3.5. 0 
Clearly, Theorem 1.7(ii) is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.5. 
Theorem 1.7 is now proved. 
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